CHAPTER

ONE

~

The Range of Light
The superficial inducernent, the exotic, the picturesque has an effect only on
the foreigner. To portray a city, a native must have other, deeper motivesmotives of one who travels into the past instead of into the distance. A
native's book about his city will always be related to memoirs; the writer has
not spent his childhood there in vain.
Walter Benjarnin, 1990

Little Deer Creek slips off the northwest slope of 3,8gg-foot Banner Mountain,
gathering a trickle of light snow and rain on its journey to the sea. Dipping down
through a transition zone forest, its waters are cooled in the shade of ponderosa
pine, Douglas fir, incense cedar, black oak, madrone, manzanita, and ceanothus.
Spring brings the glorious bloorn of the

do~vood,

only to see the white petals

beaten to the ground with a late April rain. Deep in the shadows where the sun
rarely shines, the snow lingers longer to water an occasional big-leafed maple. A
brilliant explosion of color COllIes with the fall. Black oaks turn orange and yellow
against the mixed greens of the conifers, while the bark of the madrone and manzanita glow a deep reddish bro,vn against the red clay of the earth. The lllaple
leaves stand out with the burnt red of a New England autumn, conjuring up visions
of I-Ienry David l'horeau and Walden Pond deep in the Sierra woods. The whiteleaf rnanzanita leaves hold their gray-green reflectance through the winter as the
leaves of Quercus kellogii (black oak) turn brown and drop to the ground.
Dropping down to,vard Nevada (~ity, at around 2,goo feet the small but perennial creek is crossed by a flullle for an irrigation ditch. A small diversion in Ijttle
Deer C:reek occasionally picks up a high flow and sends it into the (:ascade Ditch,
but the ditch is overgr(HVn with blackberries and filled ,vith oak leaves. The creek
drops down another fifty feet and crosses a dirt four-wheel-drive road called
Banner Mountain Trail, where a swarnl of butterflies gathers every spring to drink
the waters. l'he road will be dry and dusty by August, sending a Inilky batch of soil
into the clear waters of the creek ,vith every Jeep that crosses. There is very little
developlnent in this part of the ,vatershed, though, so it doesn't appear to be a
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major problem at this point. This road is mainly used by mountain bikers andjoggers living in the town below or in one of the many houses tucked avvay in the
woods above. For now, the region is still largely open space. 1
Soon the creek is crossed by another irrigation ditch, although this one is
much larger. Like the Cascade Ditch, the D-S Canal flows with water diverted by
the Nevada Irrigation District from Deer Creek. The irrigation district was organized as a special agency of the state in 1921 to bring water to farmers in the
foothills, but much of its new demand comes frorn residential and commercial
development. It is governed by an elected board of directors, with voting power
proportional to both population and the land area within the district's boundaries
(Miller 1996). Many of its waterworks in the high Sierra were originally developed
to support the local mining industry and to generate hydroelectric power. The
plumbing system near the source is among the most conlplex ever designed or
built. Water is diverted from one watershed to another and then back to the first
via a maze of dams, canals, ditches, and hydroelectric generators. The water that
flows through the D-S Canal and the Cascade Ditch may have originated in the
upper watersheds of the Middle Yuba River, South Yuba River, or Bear River. Some
of it then leaks out of the wooden flumes and flows back via Little Deer Creek into
Deer Creek, which runs through the gold rush town of Nevada City. Along the way
Little Deer Creek will pass through Pioneer Park, where I played Little League
games and families gather on the Fourth of July to celebrate the birth of the
nation. Watermelons chill in the cool creek beneath the shade of pines and oaks.
Little Deer Creek makes its final run past left field and the tennis courts in a concrete-lined channel, however, devoid of shade or cover for fish along its artificial
banks.
Fronl Nevada City, Deer Creek flows downstrean1 past the sewage treatment
plant to the dam at Lake Wildwood, ,vhich blocks salmon and steelhead migrations. The reservoir was constructed in 1970 as the centerpiece of a thirty-six-hundred-home gated subdivision (Grass Valley-Nevada City Union 197oe). The lake
gathers pesticide and etlluent runoff fronl the golf course and septic tanks, then
spills downstream into Deer Creek before it joins the Inain stem of the Yuba River
just below Englebright Reservoir.~ Here the river nourishes one of the nlost irnportant native anadromous fisheries in Northern California before snaking through
the flood levees and hydraulic rnining debris of the valley to merge with the
Feather River at Marysville and Yuba City. The Feather in turn joins the Sacramento in the valley for the long, circuitous journey through the Sacralnento-San
Joaquin Delta. Each drop of Banner wlountain runoff then ends up either going
south in the massive aqueducts of the California State Water Project or the Central
Valley Project, or back to the Pacific Ocean via the Golden Gate. In either case, the
water of Little Deer Creek touches the lives of nearly every resident of the burgeoning state of California. 3
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I grew up near the headwaters of Little Deer Creek in a place called Echo
Woods, and I have hiked or biked for hours across the rolling contours of its watershed. 1echnically, my home was on the other side of the watershed divide, near the
headwaters of Wolf Creek. One reached our home on Echo Drive with a short trip
on Cascade Way, however, whose path paralleled its namesake watercourse. The
Cascade Ditch offered an uninterrupted journey of wilderness adventure for six
miles upstream from the junction of Gracie Road to Red Dog Road. The waters of
the Wolf Creek drainage gathered in the town of Grass Valley before joining
another branch of Wolf Creek draining the Chicago Park area to the southeast.
Together, they traveled onward to the Bear River and Camp Far West reservoir
before joining the Feather River near Rio Oso. Like a small Continental Divide,
our home straddling the ridge leading to Banner Mountain linked us to both
Nevada City to the north and Grass Valley to the south. As if to recognize the
significance of our spot on the watershed boundary, we had a Nevada City address
and a Grass Valley phone number. Together these two towns constituted one community bound by a shared history of mining (Bean 1867; Thompson and West

1880; Mann 1982).
I imprinted on this landscape. Like a newborn discovering the subtle lines of
his mother's smile, I learned the contours and colors of the middle-elevation
forests of the Banner Mountain divide and came to call them home after moving
here as an eleven-year-old. I can't get the place out of my system; it keeps calling
Ine back, and it will probably always be home to me. I hiked continuously for the
first month of my first summer back home after going away for college, covering
about two hundred miles in and around the Little Deer Creek watershed with my
trusty dog, Dusty. It was as if a life force had been drained from me after nine
months in the Bay Area; I needed to reacquaint myself with my home range to
recharge. Only then did I have the energy and the peace of mind to work full-time
to pay for college. I found a job doing construction and installation of solar energy
systems, allowing me to breathe the air and snlell the breeze every day in the hot
summer sun of the foothills. I sometinles worked down among the oaks and
grasses of the rolling foothills of Penn Valley, where my grandparents were living
when we first discovered Nevada City. It was near here that I once explored the
falls of Squirrel Creek one summer day with a friend in high school. We were both
in Dick Soule's biology class, so we took the tilne to watch for wildlife and identify
the live oaks, blue oaks, and black oaks growing among the rocks. I still remember
our startling discovery of a single newt in the hot sun, seeking cover beside a small
pool of water in the nearly desiccated pools of Squirrel Creek. Only a trickle of
water tumbled down over the face of the precipice. The drought of 1976-77 had
just begun. I doubt the newt survived the difficult conditions of the next two summers, but it stood there for me in 1976 as a poignant reminder of how precious
and fragile our place on the planet is.
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Years later, I came upon another newt in the waters of Rush Creek above the
South Yuba River. Rotating his legs around their strangely jointed sockets, he
lIloved out cautiously into the fast-flowing water: It was the peak of the spring
runoff along a steep gradient down into the canyon. The water was a powerful
force against his small and fragile body. His sticky toes clung to the rocky bed of
the snlall stream as he worked his way like a rock climber up a slippery face. One
leg moved while the other three held him in place, then another reached out to
move hilIl farther llpstream. Inch by inch he worked his way out into the current
and toward a small rock island midstream. I watched for fifteen or twenty mlinutes
as he advanced a mere three feet. Suddenly, a stronger wave of water swept him
from his foothold, to a calmer place eighteen or twenty inches downstream. He
regathered his equilibrium, turned upstream again, and began the slow process of
rotating his arms and legs forward in movement. And so it has been \vith lTly o\vn
insufficient understanding of this place and the many complex forces affecting its
prospects.
What was it about this place? Was it the people, the landscape, or the pattern
of daily living that I desired? Perhaps most important, what was the relationship
among these three elements? Certain aspects of lnetropolitan life continued to
appeal to me, but I still found Inyself longing for more intimate and daily contact
with the natural world.
Novv I am back again, still struggling with the questions that first inspired me to
study environnlental planning: vVhat is our relationship to the natural environment? How can we accornnlodate the forces of population growth and the legitirnate need for econOlIlic developlnent and affordable housing without destroying
the natural environment? Wllat does that growth and our relationship to the natural environlnent mean for our relationships to each other and our cOlumunities?
Fundalllentally, can we construct a sustainable way of living in the Sierra Nevada
and throughout the rural, small-tovvn, and exurban West that \'\rill 11laintain the
well-being of both human comnlunities and the natural en\rironment? If \ve can,
what \vill be the relationship between the Sierra Nevada and the many people who
depend on it or care about it but don't live here? These are perennial questions
that apply to almost any community or place. They are especially apt questions for
rural communities in the rapidly changing, resource-dependent western lJnited
States. Unless we can answer them in the places we know best, however, I don't
know how we can pretend to know the ans\vers to these questions for any other
community or place. As Wendell Berry has stated so \vell, our global problenls are
really just an aggregated set of local problems (1989).
I am in search of a place called Harnl0ny Ridge. It appears on my local map as the
ridge extending due east frorn Sugar l ..oaf Mountain, which is just north of town.
Highway 20 climbs east up the dry, chaparral-covered southern flank of Harnlony
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Ridge above Deer Creek, offering fine views of Banner Mountain and the Little
Deer Creek drainage to the south. Parting the waters at the top of the ridge, the
northern slopes descend to the South Yuba River clothed in the denser vegetation
found in the upper reaches of Little Deer Creek. This physical place is not the real
Harmony Ridge, however, despite its claim to that name on the U.S. Geological
Survey map. Harmony Ridge is a concept, an idea, a vision, an ideal; it is everywhere in possibility yet nowhere in reality. There has been mllch talk of "sustainable development" over the past few years, but we have not yet established patterns
of sustainability in rural resource-dependent communities in the industrialized
countries. Harmony Ridge is my narne for that place where sustainable development is both the vision and the practice in the Sierra Nevada. I believe we can find
the nascent bedrock foundations of Harmony Ridge throughout the Sierra
Nevada if we take the time to listen and understand what is driving development
in the region. This is my challenge in this book, and I believe it is the challenge of
the twenty-first century for all of humanity. Only time will tell if we will ever find or
create a true Harmony Ridge. Many utopic visions have failed in the past, and we
may be no more successful in our rehabitation of the Sierra Nevada.
Today I am living on a spur ridge connected to the northern flank of Montezuma Hill, which sits atop the southwestern edge of the San Juan Ridge north of
Nevada City. I look westward out my window across the rolling andjagged terrain
of the ridge toward the confluence of the South Yuba River and the Middle Yuba
River, with the tule fog of the Sacramento Valley beyond. The 2,11 7-foot Sutter
Buttes, the smallest mountain range in the world, poke their ancient and weathered volcanic heads up out of the fog to catch the warlll rays of the winter sun.
One hundred miles away from me sits a portion of the Coast Ranges of Northern
California. It has been cold lately, and the top of this part of the Coast Ranges is
marked by a layer of white. We sit about twenty-five hundred feet above sea level
here and, as of the first of the year, have not yet had snow. It has tried to snow many
times, however, and the trees have been blanketed in the silent colors of winterjust
about five miles east of here and five hundred feet above us in elevation. Winter
will soon come down the mountain and cover our porch with her blanket.
Although I have moved north of Harmony Ridge and Nevada City into the
South Yuba watershed, I am still within my home range. Like the mountain lion, I
have a home range and intimate knowledge of a landscape that covers around one
hundred square miles. My extended habitat is an order of magnitude larger, however, covering the 978 square miles of Nevada County or a comparable area along
Highway 49 in the western Sierra Nevada foothills. Nevada City is about ten miles
from here as the robin flies, and we are seventeen miles from town by road.
Banner Mountain is clearly visible from Montezuma Hill to the south, maintaining
my connection to Echo Woods and Little Deer Creek. I appreciate glimpses of its
familiar shape as I hike or bike around the area. Standing guard over the gaslit
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streets of Nevada City, it is a symbol for me that I am still in my home range. It
seems as if there has forever been a forest fire lookout on the top of Banner
Mountain, and you can see Mount Diablo from it, more than 150 miles away on a
clear day. Banner Mountain now flashes red at night with an ungainly communications tower, and owners of new homes seeking wider views have scarred the
mountain's face by removing too many trees. It nevertheless triggers a deep feeling of cOlnfort when I see it in the distance.
Other cues also have their power: the crunch of the deeply lobed leaves of the
black oak as I walk across the ground, the smell of ponderosa pine and incense
cedar, the soft touch of a Douglas fir branch. Winter brings the smell of wood
smoke and the s,veat of wood chopping, summer the smells of the Pacific ()cean
and the Central Valley rising up the western slope past the hOllse. Fall offers the
brilliant palette, spring the green buds of life returning as the snow line lnelts its
way up the slope. The sound of a blue jay or a flock of robins marks summer or fall
in my mind. And always the sunsets linger on in an ever-changing dance of light,
clouds, night, and sky.
On this spot in the Yuba watershed of the Sierra Nevada mountain range, the
complexities of our relationship to the natural environment are overwhelming. Yet
as Aldo Leopold has written, "Only the mountain has lived long enough to listen
objectively to the howl ofa wolf" ([1949] 1970,137). Only the lnountains themselves can be objective about Nature; our interpretations are too heavily influenced by Culture. And as we move from the cities and suburbs into the rural West,
both Nature and Culture are changing in response to our new relationship to the
landscape. Those changes, we will see, hold profound implications for how we
manage the Sierra Nevada.
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The Sierra Nevada is a remarkable mountain range. Stretching approximately 430
miles from north to south and nearly 70 luiles in width at tillles, it covers almost
28,000 square miles (18 million acres) (Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project 1994;
Palmer 1988). The Sierra Nevada is the largest continuous mountain range in the
United States outside Alaska and is larger than the area covered by the Swiss,
French, and Italian Alps combined (Whitney 1979). It is larger than ten of the fifty
states and nearly as large as nvo others (for comparison, the state of Maine is
about 31,000 square miles). Approxinlately three-fifths (10.7 million acres) of its
land area is federally owned, dOlllinated by portions of nine national forests
(Lassen, Plumas, Tahoe, Eldorado, Stanislaus, Sierra, Sequoia, Inyo, and Toiyabe)
and three national parks (Yosemite, Sequoia, and Kings Canyon).4 The national
forests total 8.1 million acres, the national parks (including Devil's Postpile
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National Monument) total 1.6 million acres." The U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management administers another million acres offederalland in
the Sierra Nevada. Approximately 3.3 million acres (31 percent) of the federally
owned land have been designated as wilderness by Congress since passage of the
Wilderness Act of 1964.6 Today it is the only place in the "lower forty-eight" where
you can still draw a straight line on a map and not cross a road for more than 150
miles (Foreman and Wolke 1992).
The Sierra Nevada's natural environment has played an important role in the
development ofland and resource management policy in the United States. It was
the focus of the first major environmental lawsuit in California in 1884, which pit-
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ted the state's growing agricultural industry against its historically dominant mining industry (Kelley 1959). The Sierra Nevada was also the setting for the classic
battle from 1908 to 1913 between preservationist visionary John Muir and utilitarian forester Gifford Pinchot over the danlming of the Hetch Hetchy Valley in
Yosemite National Park to provide \vater and power to the city of San Francisco. 7
Both the national park and national forest systems had early origins in the Sierra
Nevada, \vith the establishlnent ofYoselnite National Park in 1890 and the Sequoia
Forest l~eserve in 1891 (Beesley 1994a; Hirt 1994, xvii -xviii; Hays 1959; \Vilkinson 1992a). (Yoselnite had previously been reserved for protection as early as
1864 [Raynlond 1948], preceding the establishnlent ofYellowstone National Park
by eight years and the Wilderness Act by a full century.) One of the lTIOSt important environnlental organizations in the world, the Sierra Club, was organized in
1892 "to preserve and protect" the Sierra Nevada froln exploitation. The club's
first president \vas John NIuir (Fox 1981).
Muir is the single figure 11l0St responsible for bringing the wonders of the Sierra
Nevada to a \vider consciousness. His 111any articles for

(~entur)l magazine

in the late

nineteenth century exposed a national audience to the grandeur of Yosemite, the
giant sequoias, and the remarkable peaks and canyons of the Sierra back country.
I-Iis later books advanced an ecocentric philosophy drawing on the transcendentalis11l of Enlerson and Thoreau (ibid.; C;reene 1991), \vhile painting a rich and
detailed portrait of the Sierra landscape. fIe \f\Tas a brilliant writer. l\!Iark T\vain, jack
London, Bret Harte, Mary Austin, and John Burroughs also set pen to paper to
describe the Sierra, but Muir captured the spirit and grandeur of his honle range
like 110 other. I-lis love of the Sierra Nevada began the first day he saw it in 1868:
Looking eastward fr01n the sUlTunit of the Pacheco Pass one shining morning, a

landscape ,vas displayed that after all tny wanderings still appears as the nlost beautiful I have ever beheld. j\t Iny feet lay the Great Central Valley of California, level
and flO'wery, like a lake of pure sunshine, forty or fifty tniles \vide, fIve hundred rniles
long, one rich furred garden of yellO'w ComjJositae. And fronl the eastern boundary
of this vast golden flower-bed rose the Inighty Sierra, Iniles in height, and so gloriously colored and so radiant, it seerned not clothed \vith light, but \vholly COl1lposed
of it, like the \vall of SCHlIe celestial city. AJong the top and extending a good way
do\vll, ,vas a rich pearl-gray belt of SHO'''; belcnv it a belt of blue and dark purple,
111arking the extension of the forests; and stretching along the base of the range a
broad belt of rose-purple; all these colors, froln the blue sky to the yello\v valley
stnoothly blending as they do in a rainbcHv, Inaking a \vall of light ineffably fine.
Then it seetned to 111e that the Sierra should be called, not the Nevada or Sno'vy
Range, but the Range of Light. And after ten years of ,vandering and ,vondering in
the heart of it, rejoicing in its glorious floods of light, the ,vhite bearns of the morning streaming through the passes, the noonday radiance on the crystal rocks, the
flush of the alpenglo\v, and the irised spray of countless ,vaterfalls, it still seerns
above all others the Range of L.ight, the Inost divinely beautiful of all the mountainchains I have seen. ~
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The Sierra is a land of superlatives. Within its vast area, it has more than five
hundred peaks over 12,000 feet in elevation. Alnong thell1 is the highest peak in
the contiguous United States, Mount Whitney (14,498 feet), and at least a dozen
rnore peaks more than 14,000 feet. Lake Tahoe is the second-largest alpine lake in
the \vorld and the largest in North Alnerica. If drained, its cobalt blue and aquamarine waters \vould cover the entire state of California to a depth of fourteen
inches-and natural runofT,vould take roughly seven hundred years to refill the
lake. The Sierra also holds what some consider to be the deepest canyon in North
Alnerica, Kings Canyon, which drops 8,240 feet from its lTIountain-edged rim to
the river below (for con1parison, it is only a 5,80o-foot drop frorn

(~rand Canyon's

North Rilll at Bright i\ngel Point do\vn to the Colorado River belo,v) (Palrner
19 88 ).
The Sierra Nevada Illarks the boundary bet\veen the C()lTlplex Nlediterranean
flora and fauna of the California ecoregion, the cold, dry, isolated ecoregion of the
(~reatBasin, and

the hot, dry south\vestern deserts, rnaking it a rich and cOlllplex

place ecologically (Schoenherr 1992; Sierra Nevada Ecosysten1

Pr(~ject

1996). Its

sharp eastern escarplnent is a zone of steep ecological gradients, while the gentler
\vestern slope acts as a slnooth escalator for Pacific storn1S rnoving east. The vertical clirnb fronl the Owens Valley to the highest peaks in the eastern Sierra Nevada
exceeds

10,000

feet in less than ten rniles. The significant latitudinal variation

across the range also creates a gradient of ecological conditions and species. For
any given latitude and elevation, local conditions of soils, slope, and aspect COIl1bine to create even greater variety. LJnlike the I110re hOlllogenous forested areas of
the Pacific Northwest, the Sierra Nevada is a rich nlosaic of vegetation and \vildlife
habitat types. It is heterogeneous and patchy, creating natural variability in assenlblages of its ecosysten1s.
The boundaries of the Sierra Nevada bioregion are therefore difficult to fix
precisely. (~eologically, it is bound on the north by the ,vaters of Lake ,Allnanor,
beneath which the granite batholith of the Sierra rneets the active volcanic structure of the Cascade Range, \vhile the southern boundary is rnarked by 'Tehachapi
Pass and the Transverse Range. The \vestern slope rolls gently across the foothills
to nleet the flat alluvial plain of the C=entral \lalley; the eastern slope drops precipitously to the Basin and Range country of the (),vens Valley, Mono l"ake, and
the Walker, (~arson, and Truckee I{ivers. '[he biogeographic boundary of the
Sierra Nevada can be nlarked by topography, using an elevation or slope steepness
as the criterion; it can also be I11arked by clirnate, geology, hydrology, vegetation,
or \tVildlife. No single criterion offers a clear, precise, and consistent boundary
around the Sierra Nevada. Instead, the cornbination of these factors characterizes
the Range of Light. i\s a result of its

a(~jacency

to so nlany different types of ecore-

gions, different parts of the Sierra Inay hold quite different assernblages of species.
'[his nlakes it one of the richest nlountain ranges in the ,vorld in terIns of biodi-
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versity (Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project 1996). There are more native plant
species in the Sierra than in the entire United States east of the Mississippi River
(Shevock 1996).
The single constant reality of natural processes is change. Any appearance of
stability is the result of a temporary equilibrilun between opposing forces, with that
balance destined to shift in response to natural and anthropocentric disturbances.
Ecological systelTIS are in a dynamic equilibrium, and the state of the ecosystem
can change dynamically within the frame\vork ofa stable system (Holling 1995).
While earlier models of ecological succession \vere probably wrong in their
emphasis on the achievement of a stable climax state, they do offer the important
insight that the processes of ecological change are conditional. !fa given condition
exists, then other conditions may exist. Movement from one state to another may
appear chaotic, but it is not rand01rl. The challenge, of course, is that vve do not
understand those conditionalities very "vell or the boundaries of dynamic equilibriu11l for most ecological systelns.
The Sierra Nevada is no exception. As the forces of geology push up its eastern
face, the forces of hydrology erode away its surface. The topography and ecology
of the Sierra Nevada today reflect the cycles of climate and geologic action that
have preceded us. It is therefore necessary to understand the range's geologic past
to explore its ecological present. .As Stephen Whitney puts it, "The Sierra Nevada
is essentially an enornlOUS piece of the earth's crust that rose thousands of feet
along a series of faults, or fractures, on its eastern side, tilting westward in the
process to forn1 an asymlnetrical mountain range \vith a broad, gently sloping
western flank and narrow, precipitous eastern escarprnent. Ranges fornled in this
way are kno\vn as tilted fault-blocks and include, in addition to the Sierra, the
Basin ranges of northern Nevada" (1979, 18). Because of the Sierra's position as
the largest and lnost vvesterly range of this type, ho\vever, it serves as an effective
barrier for moisture-laden Pacific storms and casts a rain shadow across the Nevada
landscape. The range is therefore a vital determinant of climatic conditions in
Nevada as \vell as California. To the \vest, it captures the \vater that serves as the
lifeblood of California; to the east, it ensures desert conditions in Nevada and lilnits access to the moderating inf1uence of 111ariti111e conditions. Winters are harsh
on the east side and 11lild on the ,vestern slope.
The average annual precipitation in the Yoselnite area at an elevation of around

5,500 feet is seventy-five inches, \vhile it decreases to only tvventy inches at the
sanle elevation on the eastern slope (Schoenherr 1992). The high-desert to,vn of
Bishop, in the nearby O\vens Valley east of the Sierra Nevada at around 4,000 feet,
receives only six inches each year (Vorster 1992). More than half of the annual precipitation in the Sierra Nevada falls during January, February, and March. In contrast \vith the Rockies and other nlountain ranges that receive frequent sunl1ner
thunderstorlns, only 3 percent of the annual precipitation falls in the surnmer
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(Schoenherr

199 2 ).

As a result, the annual summer drought cycle of California's

Mediterranean clilnate creates a gap between the primary growing season and the
primary period of precipitation. The snowpack of the Sierra Nevada is lnuch more
important to California hydrology than the rainfall, for the annual n1elt cycle in
April through June can be captured for summer irrigation. The snowpack is also
the key factor deternlining the availability of soil moisture to support the
magnificent mixed-conifer forests of the Sierra Nevada in the prime summer growing season. They receive too little precipitation in the SUlnmer to survive without
groundwater sources, usually stored in the soil fronl the late-melting snowpack.
The lower snow line is generally around
ally snow falls as low as

1,000

to

1,500

3,000

feet (ibid.), although occasion-

feet. Because of the significant latitudinal

range of the Sierra Nevada, the snow line is somewhat lower in the north and
higher in the south. Adiabatic cooling of Pacific storms on the Sierra escalator also
results in higher precipitation at higher elevations, increasing from around ten
inches in the great Central Valley in the west to ninety inches at around
(ibid.). Precipitation above

8,000

8,000

feet

feet is not recorded by any official weather sta-

tion, but it is generally believed to decline above

9,000

feet (ibid.). Up to

90

per-

cent of annual precipitation may fall as snow in the highest elevation; it reached
up to eighty-six feet deep at Donner Pass (elevation
1982 -83.

9

7,088

feet) in the winter of

Because storms are wetter and warmer when they first reach the Sierra,

snow is generally heavier and more moist in the Sierra than in the Rockies. Skiers
call it Sierra cement. It is hard work to plow fresh tracks through the snow the
morning after a big dump.
The two key factors determining the distribution of tree species in the Sierra
Nevada are precipitation and temperature (McBride 1993). Precipitation is usually a limiting factor in the lower elevations, where adiabatic cooling is insufficient
to generate the mininlum precipitation necessary to support larger forms of vegetation. Temperature is usually the limiting factor in the upper elevations, where
lnany tree species cannot survive extreme winter conditions. Vegetation patterns
reflect these differences in precipitation and temperature from north to south and
from west to east. The ponderosa pine belt may extend down to 1,000-1,500 feet
in the north, for example, but Inay not be found below 4,000-5,000 feet in the
southern Sierra, '!\There conditions are warmer and more arid. Similarly, the ponderosa pine zone will give way to the mixed conifer zone between 4,000 and 6,000
feet, where winter snows and subfreezing temperatures linger for months on end.
Moreover, many tree species widely distributed on the western slope may be found
on the drier east side only along riparian corridors. The temperature and precipitation gradients are much steeper on the eastern slope, resulting in more dranlatic variation in conditions in relatively short distances. Hot desert temperatures
in the summer or extreme lows in the winter are also more likely to be limiting factors at the lower elevations in the eastern Sierra Nevada.
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FIGURE 1.1.

Yosemite Valley with EI Capitan, Half Dome, and Bridalveil Falls.

Despite the gentleness of the western slope, however, it too has many steep
environmental gradients, primarily determined by the many canyons that cut
across the range and drain waterways. As Allan Schoenherr notes, "The major
force responsible for the appearance of the Sierra today is glaciation" (Schoenherr
1992, 85). From north to south, the Sierra Nevada is canyon after ridge after
canyon after ridge. (I gained a new appreciation for this when 1 hiked two hundred miles one summer on the John Muir Trail from Tuolumne Meadows to
Mount Whitney.) The most famous example of glacial evidence is Yosemite Valley,
with its classic V-shaped valley, its hanging waterfalls, and a floor more than 3,000
feet below the rim. There are few sights (if any) more spectacular anywhere in the
world. Standing at the edge of Glacier Point, you can feel the glaciers streaming
past either side of Half Dome and flowing together down past EI Capitan and
Sentinel Dome. The distant pinnacles of the Cathedral Range tower above
Tuolumne Meadows, peeking their heads above the ice to view the transformation
of the Sierra Nevada. To the south lies a series of pinnacles known as the Minarets,
with Mount Ritter and Banner Peak standing beside them, where once a glacier
sixty miles in length dropped below what is now the headwaters of the San Joaquin
River. Today one can get a feel for these powerful flows of ice and rock in the
Wrangell Mountains of Alaska, where the racetrack stripes of multiple glaciers still
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FIGURE 1.2.

Converging glaciers in Wrangell-St. Elias National Park, Alaska.

merge beneath the tumbling icefalls on the face of Mount Blackburn. The waters
beneath them still run chalky with their fmely ground glacial silts, as those in the
Sierra once did.
Today the streams of the High Sierra run clear. There are still some glaciers in
the northern and eastern shadows of the Range of Light, but they have been
retreating since the end of the Little Ice Age in the late nineteenth century. The
southernmost glacier in the United States is Palisade Glacier, tucked in the shadows of the Palisade Peaks in the eastern Sierra above Big Pine, which stand more
than 14,000 feet high. Many Sierra canyons now have a more V-shaped profile,
reflecting aggressive down-cutting activity by water. The work of tearing down
mountains is never done. Here, the hydrologic cycle drops water molecules nearly
three miles above sea level and more than one hundred miles from the San
Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate. Tumbling back down to the source, the water
converts the potential energy of its elevation into the forceful action of erosion. Its
energy is dissipated with every grain of sand moved, every leaf washed from the
bank and into the current. Dancing across the rocks, water takes free flight over a
precipice to a pool of spray below. Soon it washes the bodies of returning salmon
and steelhead trout, who have struggled upstream to compose and decompose in
one final act. Finally, it mingles with the salty still water of the Sacramento-San
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Joaquin Delta, and is eventually flushed out to the Pacific Ocean. Along the 'Nay, it
has dropped the soils of the Sierra Nevada to replenish the fertile agricultural
lands of the great Central Valley (Johnson et al. 1993).
At least that is how the system operated before the mid-nineteenth century.
Since that time humans have been an ever-present force in the Sierra, and we now
nlay have as great an influence on the hydrology and erosional forces of the range
as natural processes do. We have dammed the great rivers and captured the tumbling vvaterfalls with reservoirs and hydroelectric power plants, sending the energy
of the waters to cities and farms throughout California. In the process we have
halted the cycles of flooding and drought that once spread the soils of the Sierra
Nevada over the great Central Valley. Those same danls have blocked the salmon
and steelhead in their upstream nligration; the fish now stop at the hatcheries
below the foaming water, where reproduction will proceed artificially. Their dying
carcasses no longer feed a pyramid of other life forms, as the decaying salmon in
the Chilkit Valley of southeastern Alaska feed hundreds of bald eagles every winter today. Downstream in the delta, the water is just as likely to be sucked into the
powerful pumps of the California State Water Project or the Central Valley Project
as it is to be flushed through the Carquinez Straits, San Pablo Bay, San Francisco
Bay, and the Golden Gate. Taken into one of the water projects, it will travel south
to feed farms, families, commerce, and the seemingly endless forces of growth
(Hundley 1992).
If it ends up on the west side of the San Joaquin Valley in the Westlands vVater
District, it may percolate down through the soil to meet an impermeable clay barrier that leaches the heavy metal selenium. It "rill then travel through the soil and
into a drainage system that will take it north to the Kesterson Wildlife Refuge,
where toxic selenium will accumulate in the terminal pool of ,vater collecting the
drainage ,vastes. There it will kill migrating waterfowl and contribute to deformed
and dead newborn chicks. Birthed with promise in the high Sierra, the dancing
waters will die a slow death without ever reaching the Pacific (Harris 1991).

COMMODIFYING
AND

SETTLING

THE

NATURE
FRONTIER

In addition to topography and climate, the geology of the Sierra Nevada has deterJmined the soils of both the mountain range and the fertile Central Valley. These
soils have in turn combined with topography and climate to determine the productive potential for biomass in the Sierra, which has then influenced the distribution of Sierran wildlife species. Moreover, the geologic history of the Sierra is the
dominant factor in both the deternlination of the types of, and the distribution of,
activities pursued by humans in the range. From gold mining to water resources
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diversions, the geology and topography of the Sierra are fundamental to
California's existence as a modern state. Today these factors influence the availability of groundwater and the capacity of soils to handle septic system effluent for
residential development in the area. The natural resources of the Sierra Nevada
are therefore still the primary determinant of human settlement and economic
activity in California. California, in turn, is the tail that often wags the dog known
as the West (Quillen 1993).
Not surprisingly, all of these natural riches have drawn human interest. For centuries before Euro-American settlement in California, Native Americans moved
up- and downslope with the seasons to harvest the bounty of Sierra oaks and
wildlife. They were primarily hunter-gatherers but appeared to practice elements
of agriculture and managed the landscape (mainly through fire) to promote conditions for desirable flora and fauna (Blackburn and Anderson 1993; Walton
1992). Spanish, Russian, and Mexican settlers arrived at the Pacific Coast and generally stayed near it; "una gran Sierra Nevada" (the large, rocky, snow-covered
range) to the inland east was of little interest (Farquhar 1965; Whitney 1979). The
Sierra Nevada was seen chiefly as a difficult barrier both to eastward and westward
migration (Beesley 1994a; 1996; Rose 1987). Spanish cartographers first placed
the Sierra Nevada on a map in 1776, the same year the Presidio was established in
San Francisco. The first verified crossing of the Sierra by Euro-Americans was not
made until a half century later, however, by the American trapper and explorer
Jedidiah Smith, in 1827. For the next two decades, the Sierra remained largely a
troublesome barrier not worth settling. The great Central Valley of California and
the Sacramento-SanJoaquin Delta offered abundant wildlife, rich soils, levelland,
and a mild climate for agricultural production (Johnson et al. 1994). There was little reason to venture into the harsher climate and more difficult terrain of the
Sierra Nevada. The ill-fated crossing of the Donner Party in the harsh winter of
1846-1847 reinforced the perception of the range as a dangerous and foreboding place, discouraging potential travelers from the East (McGlashan 1986;
Stewart 1960).
That view of the Sierra Nevada changed dramatically one ,Yinter day in 1848,
when James Marshall discovered gold at Sutter's Mill near the South Fork of the
American River in Coloma (Paul 1947). Only 4 ships dropped anchor in San
Francisco Bay in 1848, but word of Marshall's discovery kindled gold fever
throughout the country and the world. A flood of new migrants poured through
the Golden Gate on 695 ships in 1849 (Grass Valley-Nevada City Union 1994a).
Thousands more crossed by land over the difficult deserts and mountains of the
unsettled West. In one fell swoop, California was settled at the same time that the
"Great West" between Chicago and the Rocky Mountains still held old-growth
forests rather than mills and factories (Cronon 1991). It is easy to forget what an
important role Marshall's discovery played in the west,vard expansion of the
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American nation. Mining in the Rockies generally occurred later, since settlers
passed right through the intermountain West in their quest for California (Worster
1985b). Marshall's discovery at Coloma brought large-scale American civilization
to the Pacific Coast and the pressures of industrialization onto the slopes of the
Sierra Nevada.
The Range of Light has been the subject of intense development pressure ever
since. The ensuing gold rush brought hordes of fortune-seekers to the Mother
Lode of the foothills; they left few stones unturned or waterways undiverted in
their search for instant riches. The Native Americans were quickly displaced
through disease and, in some cases, forced remova1. 10 The new migrants also
needed \vood for fuel and timber, placing pressures on forest resources "'Those
effects can still be seen today. Discovery of silver in the nearby Comstock Lode of
Nevada in 1859 created additional pressure, eventually leading to the nearly complete deforestation of the Lake Tahoe Basin. Sheep and cattle were introduced to
the Sierra meado\vs to provide lneat and hides for the miners, and crops and
orchards were planted to provide food. In short, most of the Sierra Nevada was
directly affected by the discovery of gold and silver on either side of the range
(Beesley 1994a; Verner et a1. 1992; Weeks et a1. 1943).
Within only two Illore decades, the Central Pacific Railroad crossed the Sierra
Nevada at Donner Pass to link California to the rest of the nation in the earliest
days of Reconstruction. As part of a set of policy incentives to encourage construction of the railroad, the company received alternating sections (one square
mile each) along the railroad right-of-way.ll This pattern of checkerboard private
and public land o\vnership relnains \vith us today, and it has made land and
resource management policy more complex and difficult in the Sierra Nevada.
'The human overlay of o\vnership, plotted \vith an eye toward efficient disposal of
land rather than toward the hydrologic and ecological boundaries of the landscape (Stegner 1954; Wilkinson 1992a), todayjars against the biophysical realities
of Sierra Nevada ecosystems. Decisions lllade in one era to prolll0te one set of
goals still have dralnatic consequences lllore than 130 years later.
'The nineteenth-century nehvork of\vater resource developments has also left
a legacy with lasting effects. Modern subdivisions are still served by artificial water1Nays once built for hydraulic mining operations, which also led to the developl:nent of modern technologies such as hydroelectric generation and long-distance
telephone service. Both hardrock quartz mining and hydraulic mining required
large investments of capital and conlplex organizational structures, and the value
of Sierra Nevada gold lnade it \vorth,vhile to invest in ne,v technologies. The
Pelton wheel was invented near Camptonville in the Yuba watershed of the northern Sierra Nevada, and it relnains the core technology of hydroelectric generation.
Pacific Gas and Electric COlnpany, the largest investor-o\vned utility in the United
States, got its start when a group of slllall electric conlpanies combined resources
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FIGURE

1.3.

Hydraulic mining damage at Malakoff Diggins State Historic Park.

following a meeting in the gold rush town of nearby Nevada City.12 Facing the
daunting task of managing dams and reservoirs in the high Sierra in order to
divert water to the ancient riverbeds of the San Juan Ridge for hydraulic mining,
mining company engineers developed the first long-distance telephone line in
order to maintain communication along the downstream canal. 13 This, too, took
place in the Yuba watershed north of Nevada City. By 1880, there were more than
two thousand miles of ditches, canals, and flumes in Nevada County (Thompson
and West 1880).
Expansion of that system for mining ended with the Sawyer decision of 1884,
which required hydraulic mining operations to capture the debris they washed
from the hills before it flowed down to the valley, where it filled the riverbeds and
flooded farmers' fields (Kelley 1959). Agriculture was on the ascendance in
California and diversion of the Sierra's bountiful water for agricultural uses would
soon make the Central Valley and Southern California the fruit and vegetable basket of the world. A series of small, locally supported irrigation projects received a
boost with passage of the Newlands Act of 1902, which established the u.S.
Reclamation Service (Stegner 1954). The federal government soon developed
the topographic and hydrologic information necessary for large-scale water
resources development. The New Deal expanded federal investments in the
193os, leading to the development of the Central Valley Project, with Shasta Dam
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on the upper Sacramento River in 1945, Friant Dam on the SanJoaquin River in
1948, and Folsom Dam on the American River in 1955. With the rivers impounded behind dams, and streams channelized in the Central Valley by the Army
Corps of Engineers, the hydrologic regime of California was radically altered.
Seasonal flooding of the valley was eliminated completely or at least moderated by
retaining the annual snowmelt behind dams in the Sierra Nevada foothills. That
water was then used to generate hydroelectric power and was diverted for irrigation use by California's agricultural industry. The desert was made to bloom with
the melted snows of the Sierra Nevada.
California's population also exploded in the twentieth century, and has
increased more than tenfold since 1920. Like the Spanish, Russian, and Mexican
immigrants before them, Americans settled primarily near the coastal regions.
Even the larger inland settlements, such as Sacramento, were accessible by water
through San Francisco Bay and the Sacramento-SanJoaquin Delta. At first these
small cities could meet their needs through local resources. Growing populations
called for expanding sources of water, however, and the Coast Ranges did not provide a reliable year-round supply. 14 Recognizing that an inadequate supply ofwater
could stop expansion of their metropolitan regions, boosters and visionaries in the
urban centers of the state looked to the Sierra Nevada for long-term supplies in
the first three decades of the twentieth century. The city of Los Angeles's
Department ofWater and Power reached nearly three hundred miles north to capture the surface runoff and groundwater resources of the Owens Valley in 1913
and eventually the Mono Basin in 1941 (Kahrl 1982; Walton 1992; Hundley
1992). The East Bay Municipal Utility District dammed and diverted the ,
Mokelumne River drainage in 1929, and San Francisco tapped the Tuolumne
River watershed in Yosemite National Park's Hetch Hetchy Valley in 1934. The
Colorado River was also diverted for irrigation use in the Imperial and Coachella
Valleys and by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California in 1941
(Hundley 1992). The Sierra Nevada accounts for only 28 percent of California's
average annual surface water runoff,15 but approximately 60 percent of all the
water consumed in California originates there. 16 The Sierra Nevada is literally the
source of life for California.
This has not come without its costs, of course. Downstream of the dams and
diversions, entire reaches of once-vibrant rivers and streams have been dewatered.
Following an ethical and legal framework that valued water only when it was utilized for economic production, very few obligations have been imposed on water
diverters to protect downstream ecological values. 17 The stunning salmon migrations of the past are gone, replaced by a waning stock of hatchery-raised fish that
sometimes migrate in the wrong direction in response to the pull of the massive
pumps lifting water out of the delta for its southern journey by concrete canal. 18
The California plumbing system is a remarkable study in engineering and eco-
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nomic efficiency: it is an extremely cost-effective way to move water through space
and time from a "wasted" state to a "useful" state. It has also proven to be a highly
efficient system, however, for destroying the ecological structure and function of
en tire ecohydrologic systems. The result is a depauperate remnant of what once
was rich beyond our modern imagination. The social objective and definition of
"the greatest good of the greatest number in the long run" did not include seven
generations of wildlife and fish (Wilkinson 1992a, 128). Equally important, the
social objective did not include consideration of future human beings who might
see those wildlife and fish as beneficial to human well-being even when not "utilized." Any water that could be economically captured was taken away from
Nature. Utilitarianism dominated the logic of our Culture and its relationship to
Nature,

EMERGING
OVER

LAND

AND

CONFLICTS

RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT

It has now been 150 years since that fateful day when a shiny piece of soft metal
caught James Marshall's eye in the Lotus Valley (Center et aI. 1989), and the
enthusiasm that greeted Marshall's discovery has been replaced by a social conflict
over the future of the Range of Light. The Native Americans displaced and murdered as a result of the gold rush undoubtedly did not share the enthusiasm of the
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ne\v settlers, but there \vas widespread agreelnent \vithin the Euro-Arnerican cultures of the mid-nineteenth century that the precious rnetal should be rerIloved
fronl the landscape in order to irnprove hlunan \vell-being. 'There \vas also a general expectation that the "settlers" \vould quickly rnove on to other fIelds of drean1s
once the riches of the

~lother L,ode\vere

exhallsted. vVith the exception of a fe\v

r0111antic and transcendentalist thinkers like EUle1'son and Thoreau, the dorninant
f\rnerican ideology of progress through Tnaterial acquisition and consu111ption ,vas
the nOfrn. Fe\v' questioned the central I\nlerican ideal of ·'progress." Nlanifest
Destiny also called for j\.rrlerican expansion and an enlpire fronl the r\tlantic to the
Pacific, and the frontier and ,vilderness needed tC) be conquered. 'This ,vas not sinl-

ply a case of pursuing ,vhat ,vas in any inclividuars or the nation's self-interest: it
\vas ordained to constitute divine
young llation.

19

the fulhlhnent of c;ocrs\vishes for the

Inlpedinlents to achieverncut of that goal--\vhelher natura] con-

eli tions~, aesthetic concerns, indigenous

\VOlllCn,

or even contrary ideas

and values-\vere to be elirninated or controlled through force (lVlerchant 1980).
1~he

ends justified the

ll1earlS,

and there \vas no question about \vhether a greater

good \vould be achieved through an alternative path

()f

history. Indeed, history

itself \vas seen as having a single, f()cused, and predeterlnined path.
1'his social consensus--i[ indeed, it ever truly existed beyond those \vho con..·
trolled political and econolnic p()\ver, intellectual discourse, and the clocun1entation of history-has since broken dcnvn. Cracks in the

f~lcade

of hornogeneous

interests appeared with the Scnvyer decision of 1884-, ,vhere the environnlental
effects of hydraulic nlining ,vere clee111ed to be too darnaging to the econornic
interests of do\vnstre,un farnlers (Kelley 1959). C=racks in the facade of hOlYlogeneous valu.es en1erged in the conflict betvveen Muir and Pinchot over I-Ietch
Hetchy, \vhere t\VO different visions of Nature and the appropriate hUlllan relationship to the natural world 'Nere offered. Pinchot's still represented the dominant vie\v, but a grovving lninority joined Nluir and the young Sierra Club to
challenge that vie\v (Fox 1981). The cracks ,videnee! in the 1930S with i\.ldo
.Leopold's conservation ethic and the establishnlent of the vVilderness Society,
'which lobbied for for111al recognition of l\luir's values in lnanagement of the public domain. An alternative value systern ,vas then Blore ,videly articulated by
:Leopold in 1948 in "'The I"and Ethic," an essay published posthUlll0usly in 1949
1

in the snlall book.A Sand C0untJ ,,4bllanac (194-9; wleine 1988). Thirteen years
later, in her book Silent Spring, Rachel C:arson challenged the implicit logic of an
industrial society built on a nenvork of toxic chernicals (1962). A broader set of
social changes also challenged rnainstreanl r\.lnerican values and the dOlninant
po,ver structures in the 1960s through the C:ivil Rights Inovement and protests
against the Vietnam War. By the tirneNeil f\rnlstrong pressed the first hurnan
footprint into the Sea of Tranquillity on July

20,

1969, the irnage sent back frc)1n

j\.pollo 1 1 of a fragile planet Earth \vas already deep in the AInerican conscious-
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ness. The National Environmental Policy Act was signed into law on the first day
of 1970, and the first Earth Day was held just a few months later. The 1970S began
with a new set of values dOlninating American ideas about the environment
(Dunlap 1991 a; Kempton et al. 1995). Thoreau, Muir, Leopold, and Carson were
now popular in paperback and Pinchot's works were out of print.
The implications of this shift are still being felt, and they have not yet been fully
recognized by the dominant Culture, with its institutional incentives guiding most
land and resource management agencies. Within the U.S. Forest Service, for
example, a letter written by Pinchot in 1909 is still considered a sacred text
(Wilkinson 1993). Outside the Forest Service, the American public is likely to
embrace elements of both Pinchot and Muir. In 1989-90, roughly three-quarters
of Americans considered themselves to be "environmentalists" (Dunlap 1991a,
309; Kempton et al. 1995). This self-identification has remained high since the
late 1960s through a wide range of economic circumstances, although the relative
importance of environmental issues in the public mind has waxed and ,vaned. A
strong attempt by the Reagan administration in the early 1980s to turn back environmentalist gains had the opposite effect, for example, mobilizing environmentalists and swelling the memberships of the large environmental groups (Dunlap
1987). Interior SecretaryJames Watt finally had to leave his post before Reagan's
reelection campaign. 20 Another surge in memberships and donations occurred in
the late 1980s and early 1990S around Earth Day 1990. More recently, the socalled Wise Use movement has mobilized a counterattack that has had some success with a public wary of big government (Jacobs 1995; Sneed 1994a; 1994b).
Together with the economic recession in the early 1990s, it has had a negative
effective on environmental-group memberships. That reactionary movement is, in
fact, tapping into public concerns about the means of environmental policy, rather
than the ends. There is now a deep-rooted acceptance of environmentalist values.
The new Republican majority in Congress discovered this when it tried to dismantle a quarter century of modern environmental legislation and regulation in
1995-96. The attempt generated a backlash that cut across age, income, gender,
and ethnic and regional identities (Cushman 1996; New York Times 1996).
Yet those values are still far from being universally accepted. Moreover, any shift
in policies and institutions to embrace these emerging social values will require a
new distribution of costs and benefits. This clearly challenges many powerful interests who benefit from the distributive structure of the current system. 21 There is
consequently significant social conflict over the future of land and resource management and environmental policy, especially in the western United States, where
the federal government owns 48 percent of all land in the states of Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada,
Oregon, and Washington and 68 percent of Alaska (totaling about one-third of
the entire United States) (Horner 1996). Much of this public land is located in
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mountainous regions, which were not settled as early or as extensively as more
agriculturally productive valleys and river bottoms.
The Sierra Nevada is an example of such a region. The Sierra Nevada is also
unusually close to the largest concentration of humans in the western United
States, however, forcing it to face many of the pressures of the changing West a bit
earlier than some of its counterpart regions in the Pacific Northwest, the desert
Southwest, the Great Basin, and the Rocky Mountains. California's exploding population demands much from the Sierra Nevada, and Nevada is the fastest-growing
state in the nation, with another 1 million residents. California alone exceeds the
combined populations of the ten other western states, which have only 25 million
people between them (U.S. Bureau of Census 1996). From urban settlement to
intensive recreational use, from water quality to endangered species concerns, the
Sierra Nevada has faced environmental challenges and social conflicts that other
parts of the West have only recently encountered (Barringer 1993; New York Times
1993; Brooke 1995; 1996a; 1996b; Egan 1996; Johnson 1996). The wave of
migrants from California's urban areas has been breaking against the Sierra since
the late 1960s, and it finally crashed onto the shores of the rest of the West in the
late 1980s (High Country News 1994b). The Sierra Nevada therefore offers an inter-
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esting laboratory for exploring these conflicts and policy challenges for lessons
and insights. What can be learned from this region may then have relevance
throughout the West (Schrag 1998).

THE
POLITICAL

SIERRA

IN

PERIL:

MOBILIZATION

IN

THE

1990S

The debate on the future of the Sierra Nevada took a significant turn in June

1991, when the Sacramento Bee published a five-part series of articles by writer Tom
Knudson, "Majesty and Tragedy: The Sierra in Peril." In one bold stroke, the series
changed the terms of the debate about environmental quality and land and
resource management issues in the Range of Light. Before the series, the health
of Sierra Nevada ecosystems had been debated within the context and confines of
issue-specific state and federal policy debates. Federal forest policy and state air
pollution regulations, for example, were being decided with their relationship to
each other-and to the Sierra Nevada specifically-as only marginal elements of
the policy debate. The "Sierra in Peril" series changed that forever. The new
debate was about the health of the Sierra Nevada per se, with a new emphasis on
the interwoven relationships between seemingly disparate factors affecting the
area and policies then under consideration to mitigate those effects. This interdisciplinary view raised questions about the relationships between population
growth, air quality, and forest health-which established a new context within
which to view federal forest policy. A similar shift occurred in a number of other
areas covered by the Bee articles.
Knudson painted a gloonly picture of devastation and environmental degradation, arguing that the government had failed to prevent abuses even on public
lands. His articles had immediate influence. Environmentalists called for state and

federal action to address what they saw as a crisis in the Sierra Nevada, while commodity-production interests called the series sensationalist and unfounded. "Save
a tree, cancel the Ber!' said one bumper sticker that started appearing on offroad
vehicles and logging trucks in the Sierra Nevada. 22 ''Yellowjournalism" cried some,
invoking the image of a press dominated by elite urban liberals who cared little for
the fate of poor, resource-dependent rural communities and working people. The
Pulitzer Prize committee disagreed, awarding Knudson and the Bee journalism's
highest honor for the series. 23
The time was ripe for a galvanizing force, and the "Sierra in Peril" series helped
generate a new focus on the Sierra Nevada as a unit. The Sierra Club was formed
a century earlier with a similar perspective, and Francis Farquhar had taken a
rangewide view in his book History ofthe Sierra Nevada in 1965. More recently, Tim
Palmer had explored the many pressures on the range and the social conflict sur-
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rounding land and resource managelnent policies in his 1988 book, The Sierra

Nevada: A Mountain Journey. 24 But neither Farquhar's book nor Palmer's had the
influence of Knudson's series.
In September 1991, California Resources Secretary Douglas Wheeler announced a Sierra Summit to be held in Novenlber 1991. "Getting on the invitation
list is like getting tickets to the Governor's Ball," said one senior organizer, who was
barraged with calls and letters (Erman 1991). The Sierra Summit was attended by
approximately 150 representatives of state and federal agencies, environnlental
groups, local industries, and local government. 10m Knudson was the only journalist invited to cover the event, but a group of timber workers from United Forest
Families gained access by protesting outside the nleeting place at Fallen Leaf Lake
in the sno,v. Complaints about limited access then led to a series of regional public ,vorkshops during the spring of 1992. These workshops were intended to solicit
public input on the process and the policy issues confronting the Sierra Nevada
region, but they proved to be controversial. The Quincy workshop ,vas highly
structured and seemed to bring people together in search of solutions to the problelns of the community,25 ,vhich was tilnber-dependent and had been facing economic stagnation. In contrast, a follo'v-up ,vorkshop in Placerville was packed with
representatives from the United Forest Families group, many of whom had driven
from other parts of the Sierra ,vith their logging equipment. It ,vas a hostile audience, one that protested what some described as a secretive attenlpt by big government to create a new layer of regional government. Many of them verbally
attacked the state representatives and Sierra Summit steering cOlnmittee lmembel'S, and their rhetoric was encouraged by the representative of a conservative
state assemblyn1an representing much of the region. It ,vas an intimidating experience for many.26 Other workshops were held in Mariposa, Visalia (near the southern Sierra Nevada in the Central Valley), and Bishop. An estimated total of fifteen
hundred people participated in the five workshops (California Resources Agency
199 2b ).
The hostile response by some parts of the public can be traced directly to two
types of fears: fear of loss of local control, ,vith the potential for state and federal
agencies to institute some new kind of regional government structure that rnight
overrule local land use planning prerogatives; and fear of greater environm,ental
restrictions on cornmodity production activities, particularly timber harvesting.
Both of these fears were linked to the establishn1ent in September 1991 of the
innovative California Executive Council on Biodiversity, which brought state and
federal land and resource managenlent agencies together to coordinate their
efforts. Ten agency directors signed a menlorandum of understanding that called
for managing biodiversity issues along "bioregional" lines; an accompanying nlap
delineated the ten major "Bioregions of California" (C:alifornia Resources Agency
1991). Each of the agency directors prolllised to reorganize his or her agency to
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10 MAJOR
BIOREGIO
OF CALIFORNIA

MAP

1.3.

The ten major bioregions of California.

address the decline of biological diversity in California by shifting the institutional
approach to problems: from single-agency, single-issue to multiagency, multi-issue,
bioregional solutions. The biodiversity memorandum of understanding also called
for the ultimate establishment of a "bioregional council" for each of the bioregions and "watershed or landscape associations" within each bioregion to promote coordinated problem-solving at the local level. None of this was mandatory,
however; the memorandum of understanding simply pledged commitment to
coordinated problem-solving.
Local governments were not originally represented among the signatories,
however, and many of their representatives feared that the agreement could lead
to regional entities modeled on the California Coastal Commission or the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency. Several unrelated bills that called for greater regional
government powers in order to coordinate land use, air quality, and transportation
planning in metropolitan areas were, coincidentally, before the state legislature in
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1991. A statewide Growth Management Task Force was also studying institutional
alternatives that included an expansion of land use powers for regional authorities
(Governor's Interagency Council on Growth Management 1993). Secretary
Wheeler tried to clarify "that the new agreement on biodiversity confers no new
authority, no new layers of government, no new restrictions on land use. It does
reflect a firm belief that government agencies should talk to each other and to
local communities before making decisions which affect their neighbors"
(Wheeler 1992). The Sierra Summit was announced by Wheeler's office around
the same time as the biodiversity memorandum of understanding, however, and
the former was seen by many Sierra Nevada residents and their local representatives as a first step toward implementing the latter. Subsequent amendments to the
agreement have added representation for local governments through regional
associations, but Wheeler recognizes that it was a political oversight that still hampers relations between his agency and local governments (1994).
The Sierra Summit process identified three subjects "as crucial to the future of
the mountain range ecosystem": 1) information ("Improving the quality and
accessibility of information and data on the natural resources, the economy, and
the communities of the Sierra"); 2) coordination ("Fostering communication and
coordination among state and federal agencies, local governments, and private citizens and groups in managing natural resources"); and 3) economic development
("Developing strategies to encourage sustainable economic development and
diversification, taking into account effects on communities and natural resources") (California Resources Agency 1992a). TheJuly 1992 report of the Sierra
Summit Steering Committee proposed seventeen specific actions to address these
three areas (ibid.). A year-long Sierra Nevada Research Planning effort was then
funded by the Resources Agency in 1993-94, which attempted to establish priorities for research and assessment (Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project 1994). A
related statewide effort to establish the California Environmental Resources and
Evaluation System as an on-line database of geographic and other resource information attempts to meet both the information and coordination needs identified
in the report. 27 Finally, the California Biodiversity Council meets on a quarterly
basis and is trying to improve coordination and eliminate conflicting policies
among its signatory members. Significant progress has not yet been made in the
area of economic development for the region, however.
The "official" Sierra Summit was followed by other regional conferences.
Environmental groups organized the Sierra Now conference in August 199 2 ,
which was attended by more than four hundred people. 28 That conference
spawned the Sierra Nevada Alliance (SNA) in 1993, a coalition of local and
national environmental groups interested in the Sierra Nevada. The Alliance is
modeled on the successful Greater Yellowstone Coalition, and a majority of its
board members live in the Sierra Nevada. Then, inJune 1993, nearly two hundred
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people attended the Sierra Economic Summit, which was organized by representatives of the Wise Use movement as a response to the Sierra Now conference
(Nevada County Business Association and California Forestry Association 1993).
Organizers of this conference formed the Sierra Communities Council as a
counter to the Sierra Nevada Alliance (Landowski 1994-96; Lauer 1994g).
Finally, a group called the Sierra Business Council formed in 1994 to represent
businesses in the region that support environmental protection as an essential
foundation of economic developmen t (Blake 1993 -97). The Business Council
bridges the constituencies of both the SNA and the Sierra Communities Council,
making it clear that many people view environmental and economic goals as being
mutually compatible rather than in direct conflict. It has clearly been the region's
most successful organization to date, producing the influential Sierra Wealth Index
in 1996 (Marois 1996b) and the Planning for Prosperity report in 1997 (Martin
1997; Griffith 1997)·
A wide range of voices novV claims to represent the interests of Sierra Nevada
residents. This reflects the heterogeneity of the population and communities in
the region, and the dramatic changes the region has undergone over the past few
decades. The Sierra Nevada has been experiencing growth even more rapid than
that of the rest of California. While the bulk of the state's new residents have settled near the existing urban regions of Southern California and the Bay Area,
some rural areas are grovving at a faster rate. This "rural renaissance" is occurring
in areas now taking on the characteristics of both rural and urban areas, but which
are not on the immediate fringes of metropolitan areas (suburban areas). These
exurban areas are seeing significant growth throughout the country (Nelson
1992). Like many other areas in the rural and small-town western United States,
much of the Sierra Nevada population is becoming exurban.
The Sierra Nevada region grew by more than 65 percent in the 1970s, 39 percent in the 1980s, and a total of 130 percent fronl 1970 to 1990. This compares

with overall growth of 49 percent for all of California and 22 percent for the
entire United States in the same period. 29 This rapid population growth boosted
the population of the Sierra Region from slightly under 273,000 in 1970 to
around 619,000 in 1990. The absolute increase in population has been steady at
slightly over 175,000 per decade, even if the rate of growth appears to have
dropped from the 1970S to the 1980s (the result of a larger base population in
1980 than in 1970). More people moved into the Sierra Nevada during 1970 to
1990 than migrated into the area during the entire gold rush through the 185os.
The result has been a dramatic change in social, demographic, and economic
characteristics of Sierra Nevada residents. 30 This in turn has altered the economic
and social relationships between residents and Sierra ecosystems. It is this changing relationship between Nature and Culture that explains current social conflict
yet also presents opportunities for moving the region toward a sustainable future.
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In particular, the arnenity values of natural reSOllrces increasingly donlinate
cOlnmodity values for local residents (Duane 1993a). ~1al1Y communities still rely
primarily on timber or rnineral extraction for their economic livelihood, but they
are geographically concentrated in a fe\v subregions of the Sierra Nevada. ()ther
areas have developed strong econoll1ic dependence all. touriSITI and recreation)
\vhich have significant seasonal variations in local employrnent and inC0I11e.
Finally, some areas have diversified their econol11ic base and now depend on a
wide range of econonlic activities: logging, rnining, recreation, and tourisnl have
been supplernented by retirees and comnluters to rnetropolitan regions.I\1any
rnembers of the latter nvo groups have located in the Sierra Nevada primarily for
"quality of life" reasons, which often reflect the amenity values of natural resources
and the environInent (J. Ivloore ivlethods 1992).

~10reover,

construction associ-

ated \vith rapid population gro\vth and services associated with these latter

t\\TO

groups (who generate their incorne and \vealth fronl activities outside the region)
have become important sources of eluploynlcnt for local residents. Finally, a slnall
but potentially significant group of telecoITnTIuters and technologically advanced
industries are also locating in the Sierra Nevada in response to quality of life
considerations.
Taking place in this c0111plex setting is the public debate on the status of the
region's ecosystems, the trends affecting those ecosystems, and the social, economic, and institutional iInplications of various policy alternatives for the Inanagelnent of those ecosystems. That debate about the Sierra Nevada is not isolated
in space or time, however, but is occurring \vithin the broader context of social
conflict over land and resource Inanagelnent policies in the \vestern United States.
The "Sierra in Peril" series changed the terrTIS of the public debate to consider the
entire Sierra Nevada as a cOluplex and interdependent entity against the backdrop
of this broader social conflict. In its broadest sense, this debate is about the shift
from a prilnary (but by no lneans exclusive) elnphasis on commodity production
to a rnore central role for environInental protection in the rural West. Because
there is significant social conflict on these broader issues, the public debate about
and future policy direction for the Sierra Nevada have becalne a test case for the
exploration of a complex set of ideas regarding ecosystenl health, social needs,
institutional structures, and environlnental values. This background has shaped
the debate and made it of national rather than regional importance. For both
environmentalists and the Wise lYse rnovernent, the Sierra Nevada is a battlefield
on which the terIllS of a larger "val' for the future of the West may be determined. :\1
Not surprisingly, this has distorted and colored some of the debate.
Old-growth forest policy \vas the Inost controversial and widely debated issue
affecting interpretations of the "Sierra in Peril" series in June 1991. T\vo major ballot initiatives related to state forest policy had narrowly failed at the polls only
seven nl0nths earlier, and the environrnental community was threatening litiga-
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tion against the Forest Service if it did not Inodify tinlber Illanagelnent practices
to protect the habitat needs of the C:alifornia spotted

O\\rl

talis) .~~2 Sin1ilar Ii tigation over the northern spotted o\vl

(Stn:x occidentalis occl:denoccidentalis cau'nna)

had resulted in drarnatic reductions in tinlber harvests on federal lands in the
Pacific Northvvest over the previous fe,v years, and the Bush adrninistration ,vas
prornoting the view that

faced an either/or choice: "(}\vls versus jobs"

becaIne the rallying cry (Yaffee 1994; Forest Ecosysteln Managenlent and A,;sess11lent'rearn 199:3; Shannon and Johnson 1994; Johnson et £11. 1995). "Save a logan o\vl," proclailTled one 'I-shirt vvorn in rural areas of the Pacific
Northvvest.:v~ rrhis rhetorical tone had spread to the Sierra Nevada by 1991.

(;overnor Petc \Vi]son and his reSOU[f:es

I)ougWheeler, took office in

1991 ,vjth all parties calling for nevv policies to avoid either ecological or
econornic catastrophe in the Sierra Nevada. J\1uch of the lllost visible controversy
over forest policy remained focused on the red,vood and l)ouglas fir f()rests of
(-:alifornia's northern coast (I-Iarris 1995), but the future of those areas ,vould
largely be decided by litigation over the northern spotted 0,v1 and actions taken to
protect it under the federal Endangered Species i\ct (EJSA). The (J .S. Fish and
\Vildlife Service had listed the northern spotted ovvl as threatened under the ESA
in June 1990 follo,ving years of debate, and the ESA.. had nluch stricter requireInents for protection than either the National Forest Managenlcnt Act or the
National

f~nvironrnental Policy

oV\r1 ,vas not

Act CNEPA). But because the C:alifornia spotted

listed under the ESl\., there was more flexibility for state and fed-

eral policy in the forests of the Sierra Nevada" Proactive policy in 1991 could conceivably avoid the n10re restrictive constraints that could be inlposed following
listing under the ESA. Both the state and federal governments therefore sought to
develop a forest 111anagement strategy for the California spotted owl that ""ould
avoid its being listed.
In the PacifIC North\vest the Forest Service selected the northern spotted owl as
a "nlanagenlcnt indicator species" in the 1980s to represent a range of species'
needs in forest planning and Inanagement (Yaffee 1994). SiInilarly, in the Sierra
Nevada the Forest Service designated the California spotted ovvl as a "sensitive"
species that warranted special consideration. Both regions relied on designation of
spotted owl habitat areas to protect a liluited area around identified nesting, roosting, and foraging owls (Wildlands Resource

(~enter

1994; Yaffee 1994; USDA

Forest Service 1993). Subsequent research leading to the listing of the northern
spotted owl under the ESi\ suggested that such a strategy was inadequate to protect the long-term viability of either owl subspecies. The regional office of the
Forest Service therefore instituted a new policy in California to conduct a CUlnulative effects analysis to deterlnine the effects of forest management actions on the
owls (Wildlands Resource Center 1994; Yaffee 1994). In early 1991, however, environmental groups challenged this approach, filing adnlinistrative appeals to pre-
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vent Forest Service timber sales in the Sierra Nevada (Wildlands Resource C:enter
1994; Natural Resources Defense Council 199 1).
State and federal land and resource managers responded to the legal vulnerability of the existing strategy in June 1991 by forming the California Spotted Owl
Assessment and Planning Team (CASPO). This team was cochaired by Doug
Wheeler and Ron Stewart, who was then the regional forester responsible for all
national forests in California. 34 Other agencies, environmentalists, and industry
groups were also represented on the CASPO team. A technical team was delegated
the responsibility of assessing the status of the California spotted owl and developing alternative approaches to ensuring California spotted owl viability. A separate policy implementation planning team was established to evaluate the social,
econolTlic, and institutional iInplications of alternative policies proposed by the
technical team (Wildlands Resource Center 1994). The technical team issued its
draft report in May 1992, and the policy implementation planning team issued its
final report in May 1994 (Verner et al. 1992; Wildlands Resource Center 1994).
An interiln CASPO policy was adopted by the Forest Service in January 1993 to
implement the technical team's recommendations until a long-term policy could
be developed. That interim policy follo,ved the CASPO technical team guidelines,
restricting harvests on federal lands so that no tree larger than thirty inches in
diameter at breast height could be harvested. Additional requirements resulted in
a significant drop in federal timber harvests to less than half of the amount harvested during the 1982 recession (Stewart 1996; U.S. Forest Service 1996).
While much of the political attention has focused on old-growth and ancientforest issues, other policy developments in California and the West have also been
important. In general, these revolve around both the difficult problem of protecting biological diversity and the apparent failure of existing approaches to maintain
native biological diversity (Grumbine 1992;Jensen et al. 1993). Institutional innovation in the early 1990S at the federal, state, and local levels moved agencies away
from the single-species "emergency room" strategy of the ESA to a set of more
proactive, multiple-species planning strategies that lllay be able to protect biological diversity without resorting to the extrelne restrictions generally imposed under
the ESA. This theIne lay at the heart of both the initiative by California Resources
Secretary Doug Wheeler to establish the Executive Council on Biological Diversity
and a similar effort by Bruce Babbitt, the Clinton adIninistration's secretary of the
interior, to create the National Biological Survey in 1993. The former established
formal mechanisms for improved infornlation sharing and policy coordination
among federal, state, and local land and resource planning and management
agencies. The latter attempted to begin the systematic collection, coordination,
and dissemination of ecological information necessary for improved decision-making. Together they promised to make consideration of ecological information an
earlier step in the planning and decision-making process than had been man-
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dated by either NEPA or the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), its
state counterpart. They also sought to avoid application of the federal or state
Endangered Species Act whenever possible, but biodiversity protection continues
to occur primarily as a result of the existence of a strong ESA. The possibility of
ESA application has therefore, paradoxically, both brought groups to the negotiating table and prolnoted less reliance on the ESA. It is doubtful that such cooperation would exist without a strong ESA, however.
Once the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has declared a species as threatened or
endangered under the ESA, it is illegal under section 9 to "take" the species indirectly through elimination or damage of that species' habitat (Beatley 1994, 1718). This provision-which "vas interpreted broadly by the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals, then confirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court in the Sweet Home decision in
1995-places severe limitations on any developrnent that may take any habitat of
any listed species and therefore result in harnl to that species as defined by the
Act.:)!) There need not be a finding of specific harm against specific individual
melnbers of that species to lilIlit development.:)6 In the Pacific Northwest, the
northern spotted owl listing inlposed restrictions on forest 11lanagelnent activities
because of their effect on habitat. Ironically, these restrictions made the owl econOlnically the most important species in Oregon or Washington: timber production throughout the region hinged on the fate of the owl.
In California, the potential listing of the coastal California gnatcatcher
(Polioptila calijornica califarnica) , a songbird that relies primarily on the coastal sage

scrub of Southern California for habitat, carried the greatest potential economic
consequences. Wheeler and his deputy, Michael Mantell, argued against a listing
by the Fish and Wildlife Service in late 1991 with a promise to develop a comprehensive plan that would ensure the viability of the gnatcatcher. The framework for
their approach was enlbodied in the new Natural Conllnunities C:onservation
Planning (NCCP) program, which had just been adopted by the state legislature
and signed into California la\v by Governor vVilson (Mueller 1994). The NCCP
called for systernatic planning, establishment of a reserve systenl to protect critical
habitat, and agreements to allo\v the continued conversion of sonle relnaining
habitat through developlnent that was incorporated into the NCCP plan (Mann
and Plumnler 1995; Stevens 199 6; 1997a). This was quite important in 1991,
\vhen the boon1 of the last California growth spurt had not yet busted with defense
spending cutbacks, significant domestic emigration out of Southern California,
and the collapse of the Southern

(~alifornia

real estate IIlarket (Teitz 1990).

Billions of dollars of California real estate could be tied up in 1991 if the gnatcatcher were listed under the ESA, yet it was not clear that all of the potential gnatcatcher habitat was either necessary or sufficient to ensure gnatcatcher viability.37
Avoiding an ESA listing and allo\ving development to go forward was therefore the
prinlary goa] of the original NCCP proposal for coastal sage scrub. The Irvine
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Company, one of the largest landowners and real estate developers in Southern
California, was one of Wilson's strongest supporters and helped develop the legislation. Moreover, Wilson was a former mayor of San Diego, where he e1'U0yed
strong support frolll the development community.
The NCCP also represented an ilnportant new approach to the conservation of
biological diversity, however, that has ultimately cut across partisan lines and presidential adlllinistrations. Under section 10, the existing ESA already allowed
issuance of an "incidental take" permit following the development of a habitat
conservation plan (HC:P) to establish protections for listed species. The HC;P and
incidental take provisions allow some development activity to proceed while theoretically ensuring protection of the listed species. rrhis section was introduced in
the 1982 anlendments to the ESA but by the early 1990S had been applied in only
a handful of cases (Beatley 1994b). By 1996 that number had exploded, with
Inore than three hundred HCPs under development (Sax 1996b). The principles
underlying the HCP concept are solid: development should not continue to harnl
habitat unless a plan is in place to ensure protection of the listed species.
Moreover, the HCP concept recognizes that allo\ving some development to occur
on lllarginal habitat may help pay for the protection of nlore important habitat;
indeed, if the land is economically valuable enough, it may pay for even greater
protection of the species through acquisition of a greater area of habitat in
another area. Habitat conservation plans have generally therefore been developed through a negotiation process behveen developers, environlnentalists, and
regulators (Beatley 1994b). In theory, each

H(~P

both protects the listed species

and wards off the specter of the ESA "shutting do\vn all developlllent." In fact, a
study of illlplementation of the ESA from 1987 to 1991 shows that only a minuscule fraction of federal projects have been stopped as a result of the ESA. ()f the
73,808 projects revie\ved, only 19 \vere blocked through the consultation process
required under section 7 of the ESA (Wilderness Society 1992, 18). More typically
they have been modified to nlitigate the eflects on the listed species.
In a rnrist that allnost ensures inadequate inforrnation and reduced f1exibility,
however, an HCP is typically prepared after a species has already been listed.:~8 The
prospect of applying the full force of the ESA to stop further developlTlent activity
has always been the hamuler that has brought developers to the table and lllade
them willing to give up sonle developlllent potential in order to move for\vard.
The NCCP approach calls for conducting Inultiple-species planning before any
species relying on the habitat in the area under study is listed under the ESA. In
theory, this should reduce the likelihood of future listings. Moreover, it can be
incorporated into other planning processes at the state and local level to influence
land use plans and infrastructure project designs by public agencies. This is exactly
what is necessary to reduce the risk of\vhat Bruce Babbitt has called "national train
wrecks" under the ESA when policy is not Inade until there are apparently irrec-
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oncilable conflicts between the econolIlY and the environlnent. The Clinton
adlninistration endorsed use of the

N(~CP

systeln in Nfarch 1993 by giving the

gnatcatcher a special listing as a threatened rather than an endangered species
(California l)epartrnent of Fish and Gallle 1993). Without the N(~CP, the lllore
stringent standards of the ESA would have applied to thousands of acres of prirne
Southern

(~alifornia real

estate. The state and federal goverlUllents-one led by a

Republican, the other by a DeIIlocrat-joined together to try an experirnent in the
gnatcatcher's case in the belief that the econonlY and the environnlent ,;yere not
necessarily in conf1ict. WIlile the effort \vas Inade rather late in the gnatcatcher's
case, it followed the adage that "an ounce of prevention is ,vorth a pound of cure,"
nonetheless. This elevates the inlportance of good planning at the outset.
C;ood planning requires good infornlation, however. Lacking good inforIlla-

tion, \ve invariably Illake decisions without understanding the consequences of our
actions. The essence of decision-rnaking is the evaluation of information; therefore,
decisions tend to relv on whatever infornlation is available. Manv of our current
/

/

environnlental problenls can be traced to a lack of critical information at the tilne
of decision. In other cases, of course, decisions \vere and are still lnade \vith full
kno,vledge of the negative environnlental consequences. ()ne of the foundational
principles of the environnlental ilnpact asseSSlllent (ELJ\) provisions of both NEPA
and C:EQA is that information ,vill improve decision-nlaking.Neither NEPA nor
(~EQA. is

brought to bear until a specific

pr(~ject

has been defined, however, and by

that stage in the process a public agency is usually facing a "build or don't build" or
an "'approve or don't approve" decision. '[his then creates a stark choice for decision rnakers, \vhere protecting environrrlental quality often appears to require
significant sacrifices or econ()lnic costs. l'he only options appear to be either to
degrade environnlental quality, inlpose costly rrlitigation nleasures, or force the
abandonnlerlt of a

pr(~ject. i~~Bob

'rwiss notes, there is a "cone of dilninishing flex-

ibili ty" as one 1110VeS through tilne in the planning process: the earlier that inforInation is considered in the process, the rnore flexibility there is to respond to it by
rnodifying the project to reduce or 111itigate the negative environlnental effects
(1991 ). 1J nfortunately, since application ofNEPA and C:EQA generally occurs late

in that process, by the tirne a

pr(~ject

is undergoing an £11\ the econolllic costs of

changing the prqject are great and the flexibility to rnodifY it is relatively snlal1.
Part of the problenl is that theELL\ process has becolne the prinlary rneans of
generating inforrnation for both pr(~ject revievv and general planning purposes
(Landis et a1. 1995). Rather than systenlatically collect inforlnation that can then
inforIl1

pr~ject

pr(~ject

and then collect inforlnation about its possible effects. Not surprisingly,

design early in the planning process, \ve rnore typically design the

there are often negative environnlental results and significant social conflicts over
developnlent prqjects. Inforlnation about nl0st environnlental resources is spotty,
\vith the tnost detailed infornlation available only where a full-scale £1]-\ has been
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completed. Moreover, even long-range planning efforts by local and state governments sometimes depend on current development for funding. Not surprisingly,
this has created an inherent conflict of interest between objective evaluation of the
environmental consequences of development and the need to keep the planning
department operating. Planning and EIA consultants also face a conflict, for their
livelihood also depends on continued development (and the required EIA). This
has resulted in some notable cases of "biostitution" (derived from the word prosti-

tution) , where some consultants willingly violate professional standards and
scientific criteria when paid enough. 39 Apparently they believe they will lose their
business or job if they tell the truth. 40
In some cases, however, this lack of information for planning and evaluation is
not the result of funding limitations or an inability to find qualified professional
consultants. It may simply be that politically powerful individuals do not want public agency staff to generate information that could later be used to reduce the
potential for windfall profits at public or environmental expense. In these cases,
planners are sometimes explicitly told not to "look under the rock." We all may suspect that something important is under the rock, and \ve all may have a pretty
good idea of what will come crawling out if we lift it up to look. But to do so ,vould
end the free ride that politically po\verful individuals may no\v enjoy, creating a
strong disincentive to generating information about ,\That is under the rock.. "It is
an adage of California planning law," a rural county planner once said to me, "that
your General Plan is adequate until somebody sues you and a court finds it inadequate.,,41 We therefore often pretend to be "planning"\vithout fully understanding
the consequences of our decisions, as long as nobody is willing to challenge the
General Plan and force local planners to "look under the rock."
The absence of good, reliable, consistently accepted information about the
state of the Sierra Nevada reflects a combination of these factors. The resulting
deficiency of information has also clearly been an impediment to policy analysis
and decision-making, for there is little agreelnent on SOlne basic questions: Ho\v
much old-growth forest is left in the Sierra? I-Io\v lTIany people are elnployed in the
timber industry in the Sierra? How many people rely on recreation and tourism?
Hovv frequently did fire occur in different areas of the Sierra before active fire suppression? How did Native Al11ericans 111anage fire to prolnote acorn production?
\\That effect will another doubling of the Sierra population likely have on \vater
quality? Tom Knudson laid out one interpretation of some of these questions in
the "Sierra in Peril," and the Sierra No\v conference took the position that the
Range of Light did indeed face a crisis (EnviroI1rnent No\v 1993). The organizers
of the Sierra Econon1ic SUrDlTIit and the Sierra COInmunities Council disagreed,
ho\vever, arguing that the Sierra Nevada had never been healthier and that the
real threat to ecosystem health was stricter environlnental regulations that reduced
commodity production (Nevada C:ounty Business Association and California
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Forestry A5sociation 1993; Sierra Comnlunities Council 1993). In testimony to
Congress, the Forest Service, Wilderness Society, and Sierran Biodiversity Institute
offered widely diverging estimates of the extent and characteristics of remaining
old-growth forests (F. Davis 1996). Who was right? More important, how could
Congress, the Forest Service, the state, or local governments make decisions in the
absence of generally agreed upon scientific information?
This problem is not unique to the Sierra Nevada. Researchers with the Fish and
Wildlife Service confronted it in the late 198os, when they frequently faced the
nearly impossible challenge of trying to save threatened and endangered species
after all of the species' critical habitat was either in private hands or had been
irreparably damaged by public management decisions. Nobody had ever systematically determined what types of habitat were in public versus private ownership,
or whether the habitat within public ownership was protected frOln intensive and
extensive development activities. Beginning in Idaho, the Fish and Wildlife Service
initiated the "Gap Analysis Program" (GAP) in the late 1980s to identify gaps in
public ownership of critical habitats (Scott et al. 1991). The program also sought
to determine which public lands had the highest value for protection of native biological diversity. Those lands that could protect a wide range of potentially threatened or endangered species, for example, presumably had higher value than
those that might protect only a single species in the same total land area. The total
costs of maintaining biodiversity could be minimized by identifYing these high-priority areas and encouraging responsible public agencies (though usually not the
Fish and Wildlife Service) to manage them for protection. The Idaho pilot project
was then expanded in the early 1990S with an intention to include the entire
country (eventually) through the new National Biological Survey (NBS).
Simply creating an inventory like this should improve the likelihood that public lands would be Inanaged to playa prolninent role in the protection of biodiversity. This in turn should reduce the need to restrict activities on private lands.
Ironically, the Wise Use movement opposed establishment of the NBS on the
grounds that it threatened private property rights. If anything, a systematic inventory of all public and private lands should reduce the negative economic and social
consequences of applying the ESA late in Twiss's "cone of diminishing flexibility."
This parallels the establishment of the United States Geological Survey in 1879,
which developed information fundamental to the settlement of the country and
development of its resources (Stegner 1954). The NBS was modeled in many ways
on the U.S. Geological Survey, another agency ,vithin Bruce Babbitt's Department
of the Interior. Unfortunately, the Republican-controlled Congress elected in
1994 enacted drastic reductions in both the scale and the scope of activities by
both of these information-generating agencies. These budget cutbacks for science
in all federal land and resource management agencies have delayed the completion of the GAP, and the new GOP Congress allocated funds for NBS efforts with
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the lin1itation that no funds "be used to conductne\v surveys on private property
unless specifically authorized in \vTiting by the property ()\vner."1~ This has
restricted data-gathering and analysis. Tlle Nl3S has sul.>sequently been elin1inated
as a separate agency and it no\v resides ,vithin the -U.S. C;cologieal Survey as the

Biological Resources l)ivision. Babbitt's vision of a cornprehensive survey has been
do\vnsized dramatically.
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>-Ihis cornrnitrnent repre-

1

step by the Forest Service tc)\vard generating the inforrnation base
1

necessary to implement ecosysterrl 111anagernent.-E 'There are other significant
inlpedirnents to implenlenting the concept, of course, but SNEP \vas a response to
the Sierra SUffilnit's identified need for better infornlation about the Sierra
Nevada. It represents an investrnent in intellectual capital.
rrhe final SNEP report ,vas issued in June 1996 in a four-volullle set totaling
1110re than three thousand pages. It represents the rnnst c0l11prehensive and systelnatic assessrnent of the Sierra Nevada to date, and the SNEP ,york serves as the
foundation for lnueh of the analytic and suhstantive content of Iny own \vork. 46
Most important, the establishnlent of an independent science team allowed SNEP to
"look under the rock" without political constraints.
This no\v pern1its the policy debate on the Sierra Nevada to proceed from a
comnlon base of knowledge-although interpretations of that knovvledge still
vary. Those interpretations depend on a theoretical fran1e\vork that influences
how,ve filter information, but the franle';\Tork is usually not explicitly delineated.
The next chapter ,vill outline the key theoretical ideas that I ",rill use to interpret
both SNEP's findings and the con1plex social dyna111ics that have led to and
responded to SNEP. My focus \vill be on the relevance of social and ecological theories to the probleIl1 of 111anaging rapid population grovvth in the Sierra Nevada
,vhile protecting social, ecological, and econol11ic values.

CHAPTER

TWO

Theoretic~Foundations
\Vhat is the shift in resoUrCe-111anagelnent paradiglns? Simply put, \ve are
now called upon to manage complex and still poorly understood systems in
the light of an unknown future in ways that do not reduce the ability of
future generations to do the saIne thing. Biodiversity rnay be used as a rneasure of the options open to future generations.
Gregory B. Greenvvood, 1995

Over the lTIany years that I have worked on this book, I at first presurned that better information \vould lead to better decisions. I I ilnplicitly defined better to Inean
leading to outcornes that did not degrade the things I valued, so illy values are an
important part of the equation.

~fore

specifically, I thought that our failure to mit-

igate the negative effects of gro\vth was the result of an inability to understand the
negative consequences of our actions. My experience since then has revealed political pOvver as a critical deterlninant of

,vhether~

how, and when information is

used in decision-making.

In this regard I have relied on a theory developed byJohn R.

I~ogan

and lIarvey

1 . Molotch in their 1987 book, Urban rortunes: 11le Political Econorny oj Place, \vhich

builds on 11010tch's 1976 theory of "growth 111achines." :Logan and Molotch focus
on the social dynanlics of urban environrnents as they undergo growth and
change, but their frallle"vork also applies to rapidly gro,ving rural c01l1munities facing urbanization pressures. They argue that the fundan1ental conflict in urban
sociology is one betvveen "use" and "exchange" values, lNhere the lllarket values
associated with land as a cOlnrrlodity (exchange values) contrast vvith the broader
role of specifIC places as socially situated contexts for a variety of other life functions (use values). 2 They also argue that land is "a special sort of comlllodi ty: a
place to be bought and sold, rented and leased, as ,veIl as used for Inaking a life"
and that "locational conflicts" are traceable to "C01l1illodiflcation" of "the C01l1munal living space." As they emphasize, "lllarkets are social phenornena," and
"the fundarnental attributes of all cOffilnodities, but particularly of land and build-
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